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Chemotherapy in non-small cell lung cancer: time to
re-examine our attitudes

Of 41 000 deaths from lung cancer each year in the United
Kingdom, 32 000 are from non-small cell lung cancers
(NSCLC). The prevailing attitude within the UK is that
treatment of this disease is worthwhile if it is surgically
resectable but, ifnot, palliative treatment should be offered.
This usually involves using radiotherapy to treat local
symptoms such as a painful metastasis, an obstructed
bronchus, or superior vena cava obstruction. The recent
contribution of the UK to clinical research in management
of this most common cancer has been mainly to define
radiotherapy doses for palliation' and to explore hyper-
fractionated accelerated radiotherapy in the CHART
trials. If we examine our national contribution objectively,
it has been disappointingly unimaginative. The lead in the
study of new approaches has come from North America
and other European countries.23 Indeed, for a country of
nearly 60 million inhabitants and one of the highest death
rates from the disease in the western world,4 we have
remarkably few groups undertaking clinical research,
whether as early phase studies or large scale randomised
trials.
The failure to originate new ideas in the UK is reflected

in, and partly caused by, a climate of pessimism and
nihilism among many pulmonary physicians and some
oncologists. Damaging effects on clinical practice produced
by some of the changes in the National Health Service
have perhaps dealt a near mortal blow to those who would
like to contribute to studies of novel treatment strategies
in the disease. When it has become difficult to treat patients
who benefit greatly from cancer treatment, why devote
time and resources to a disease such as NSCLC?

This attitude is prevalent just at the time when some very
interesting and encouraging new approaches are emerging.
One of the most promising has been a redefinition of the
possible role of chemotherapy in the disease. Trials of
chemotherapy in NSCLC have been undertaken over the
last 30 years and it is a remarkable, and not very creditable,
reflection on the methodology of clinical trials during this
time that it has taken so long to understand what is the
likely contribution of this treatment. There are several
reasons for this. Firstly, and most importantly, we have
not always understood that, if chemotherapy benefits
patients, the size of the benefit is likely to be quite small
- perhaps only 5% or so. Trialists have often failed to grasp
that the demonstration of such small differences would
require very large scale studies. Perhaps we were not
interested in differences of this size, but now we know that
improvements in survival are likely to be of this order when
chemotherapy is used in common cancers of adult life such
as breast cancer and colorectal cancer. We have also come
to realise that increasing the cure rate by 5% in very
common diseases is of major public health importance.
We have become interested in small increments of progress
and want to detect them.

In the early days of clinical trials in NSCLC there was a
rather unsophisticated approach towards the chemotherapy
used in these studies since it was assumed that all cytotoxic
drugs were more or less equal. Furthermore, really active
regimens had not then been defined. In the last 15 years
refinement of combination chemotherapy in advanced dis-
ease has led to the identification of new regimens in which
responses can be seen in 25-50% ofpatients with metastatic

or locally advanced disease and even some complete re-
sponses. These combinations have often been based on
cisplatin combination chemotherapy with the addition of
drugs such as mitomycin, ifosfamide, and etoposide. At
the present time the most active regimens appear to be a
combination of mitomycin, vinblastine and cisplatin, and
mitomycin, ifosfamide and cisplatin.5 Other changes in the
methodology of trials in the UK have included the advent
of modern staging techniques with a much better de-
scription of patient categories, agreed response criteria,
and improved methods of assessment.
These shifting sands have meant that analysis of the

results of trials of chemotherapy in all stages of the disease
have led to very conflicting results. Nevertheless, it might
reasonably be argued that, if one compares the use of
chemotherapy against untreated controls, however much
these other factors might alter the magnitude ofthe observed
effect, the effect ought to be in the same direction - that
is, qualitatively similar.

It is precisely in this situation that an overview analysis
of randomised trials is so helpful. If such analyses are to
be undertaken they should not be based on published trials
identified by literature surveys. Publication bias leads to a
distorted result with no precise estimate of any difference.
The most reliable analysis is based on the original patient
data of all the trials which have ever been conducted,
whether published or not. Such a laborious undertaking
has recently been completed by the Medical Research
Council and the Institut Gustave Roussy and the findings
have recently been published.6
At the outset the collaborating groups made a clear

distinction between chemotherapy in the "modem" era
and chemotherapy which had been given in the late 1 960s
and early 1970s, using the inclusion of cisplatin in the
regimen to identify the "modem" combinations. This did
not result from a belief that cisplatin was a unique drug in
these combinations, but was simply a means of identifying
regimens which one might regard as recent. This cannot
be done simply on the basis of the date at which the trial
was started, since many trials are conducted over several
years. The different clinical settings in which chemotherapy
has been compared with control groups were subdivided
according to the primary treatment. Thus, there were
comparisons between (1) chemotherapy and control in
patients undergoing surgical resection, (2) radical radio-
therapy for inoperable disease, (3) combinations of surgery
and radical radiotherapy, and (4) palliative treatment for
metastatic disease.
Somewhat to our surprise the results have suggested

that, in three of these four categories, chemotherapy of the
"modern" type confers a survival advantage. In the surgical
comparison this is approximately 5% at five years, in
patients treated with radical radiotherapy for a locally
advanced disease it is 1-4% at five years, and in best
supportive care it is 10% at one year. The estimates of the
differences are extremely stable since many thousands of
patients have been included in the analysis. There were
4357 patients in the surgical comparison, 3033 in the
radical radiotherapy group, and 1190 in the best supportive
care trials. In the trial where patients were treated with
surgery and radical radiotherapy with or without chemo-
therapy the result was inconclusive. Only 807 patients were
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available in this comparison and, for this reason, the result
lacks precision.
A remarkable consequence of the subdivision of the

chemotherapy, and one which was not anticipated, was
that an adverse effect of chemotherapy was seen in early
trials where single agent continuous alkylating agents were
used, usually cyclophosphamide or a nitrosourea. We do
not know what increased the death rate in these trials since
the data are too old to find the causes of death. This does
not prove that all alkylating agent therapy is harmful but
that long term continuous oral alkylating agent therapy is
deleterious.
Does this overview analysis settle the issue as far as

chemotherapy is concerned? It does not for several reasons.
Firstly, there is considerable heterogeneity in the trials and
the result gives an overall estimate from widely differing
studies. The result from currently used chemotherapy may
or may not be better than this. Secondly, none of these
studies contained analyses of either economics or quality
of life. Many clinicians would find a survival difference of
a few percent not very compelling if achieved only at
the expense of toxicity and considerable economic and
organisational cost.
We have very few data on the quality of life of patients

undergoing this form of treatment. Such data are now
being collected in some studies and earlier results suggest
that chemotherapy controls symptoms including cough,
breathlessness, and pain, and increases well being. This is
perhaps not surprising since there have also been great
advances in the control of chemotherapy induced nausea
and vomiting in recent years. Interestingly, some of the
most positive studies in the meta analysis have only used
two cycles of chemotherapy and the optimum duration of
chemotherapy is entirely unknown.
A concerted effort is now needed in the UK to design

some very large scale pragmatic trials to determine whether
straightforward regimens of chemotherapy can easily be
administered to patients and whether they improve survival.
Large numbers ofpatients are needed in these trials because
the survival advantage is likely to be small. Such studies
need to be combined with some economic assessment
during the trial. The cost of three cycles of platinum based
chemotherapy will probably be in the order of £500 to

,£1000, depending on whether the patient receives the
chemotherapy as a day case or with an overnight stay in
hospital. Ifone in 20 patients was cured by such a treatment
the cost per life saved would be £10 000 to £20 000. This
is a very low figure in comparison with many medical
interventions.

It would be a big step forward if we could change the
climate of pulmonary oncology in the UK so that large
scale pragmatic studies become part of the general culture
of lung cancer treatment. To do this we need the enthus-
iastic collaboration of chest physicians and oncologists.
There are many exciting questions to come. New drugs
are now available or are immediately on the horizon such
as navelbine, gemcitabine, and taxol derivatives.7-9 If we
can show that chemotherapy is truly worthwhile, there are
several other questions which will follow and which will
need to be addressed in large studies. Furthermore, the
economic benefit of treatment and the impact of treatment
on quality of life are best assessed in the rigorous setting
of randomised, large scale, clinical trials.
Department of Oncology,
University College London School of Medicine,
London WIP 8BT, UK
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